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by David Hickman 

“Do you have any questions about the medication?” asked the 
pharmacist as I took the white prescription bag from the metal 
drive-thru box. 

“No, I think I’m good,” I replied, scribbling my name on 
the receipt as confidently as possible while my foot shook un-
controllably on the brake pedal. 

As I returned the receipt, the pharmacist and I involuntarily 
caught eyes. In that moment, I knew this complete stranger had 
seen straight through me, as clear as the half-inch piece of glass 
that separated us. 

The truth was, I was not good. Actually, I was far from 
good—and in that moment, both he and I knew it. How could 
I possibly “be good” with the prescription he just filled—the 
same prescription he must fill for hundreds of other people 
whose lives have spun hopelessly out of control?

 As the sliding metal door gently pulled back, I drove off 
with hot tears welling up in my eyes and a bottle in my lap filled 
with the many, small pieces that represented my shattered 
life. I had barely taken my foot off the brake before the fatigue 
and tears overtook me. I coasted my 1998 Honda Civic into the 
nearest parking space and sank deep into my seat. Am I really 
this broken? I wondered to myself. Am I really medicating my 
problems? What are people going to think of me?

With trembling hands, I opened the bottle and peered down 
at the blue pills inside. Feelings of deep shame and defeat swept 
over me. Holding the evidence of my illness tangibly in my 
hands, I could no longer deny it. I felt as if I had stepped into 

a new freedom

“You also have died to 
the law through the body of 

Christ, so that you may  
belong to another, to Him 
who has been raised from 
the dead, in order that we 
may bear fruit for God.”

—Romans 7:4 esv
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else that I could attain the impossible of earning His love, His 
acceptance, and His admiration. I was going to be lovable. I was 
going to be acceptable. I was going to live a life that was so well 
put together and attractive that both God and others would have 
no other choice but to notice and honor me.

What I didn’t realize was that honor 
and idolatry are synonyms.

I had branded myself ac-
cording to my successful 
image, and it had become 
my God. I devoted the first 
33 years of my life to forg-
ing a polished, attractive 
idol of flesh who I hoped 
others might perceive as, 
“Super Dave.” What they 
didn’t know was that Super 
Dave, while eye-catching, was 
nothing more than a storefront 
window reflection. Like a mirage, 
Super Dave wasn’t real. He was not my 
true self. He was a sophisticated disguise stitched together by 
fear and pride to protect who I really was—a helplessly broken 
little boy. 

 I wanted a life that was free from pain. So I created an im-
postor—a clean-pressed, prompt, and popular version of myself 
that was always put together in order to protect my pathetically 
broken self underneath. 

I was ten years old when I buried my true self—my bro-
ken self—in the deep woods of my heart, and kept it there for 
twenty-three years. 

a long single file line of the faceless and forgotten mentally-ill 
people that stretched as far as the eye could see. Despite my best 
efforts to position myself as important and successful in life and 
ministry, I had become one of “them”—an insignificant person 
who had gone from great to good and had finally smacked the 
cold cement floor of average.

The stigma of it all suffocated me.
Up until this point, my entire life had one clear objective—

to be noticed. The core of my identity was the sum total of 
my performance plus whatever recognition and admiration I 
received for a job well done. This venomous equation led to a 
narcissistic life in which being the center of attention was ev-
erything. I had to stand out in a crowd. I had to be distinguished 
from the rest and considered among the significant and the im-
portant. When I walked into a room, I put on an air of calculat-
ed casualty, though secretly I wanted all eyes to gravitate toward 
me. When I went online, I strategized how to be “mentioned,” 
“liked,” and “retweeted.” The fear of becoming average and un-
noticed served as the driving force and motivation behind every 
action of my life—even my spiritual life.

Knowing that Jesus would rather His followers be hot or 
cold as opposed to lukewarm, I determined early on that I was 
going to be above average in my devotion to Christ. Therefore, 
I set the spiritual bar high and became bound and determined 
to impress Jesus (and any other onlookers) with how “on fire” I 
was for Him.

 I lived under what I believed to be the perpetual frown of a 
God whom I could never please. Although I believed in grace, I 
absolutely refused to be a mercy case. I wasn’t going to receive 
a hand-out like everyone else. I was stronger than that. I was 
a man on a mission—a mission to prove to God and everyone 

Super Dave was 
a sophisticated disguise 
stitched together by fear 
and pride to protect who 
I really was—a helplessly 

broken little boy. 
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The doctor explained to my mother, who had made an ap-
pointment for my unusual behavior, that Tourette’s Syndrome 
(TS) was a neurological disorder that causes a person to “tic.” 
Tics could be both motor and vocal in nature. Motor tics involve 
sudden, brief, and repetitive movements, while vocal tics could 
involve uttering swear words uncontrollably or repeating other 
words, phrases and sounds. He explained that TS can come with 
other disorders such as obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), 
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety, 
depression, and stuttering—all of which were a part of my life 
growing up and still are today.

That day at the birthday party was the first time I had come 
face to face with the reality that there was something not right 
or “broken” inside of me. As a result, I vowed to hide my bro-
kenness by never allowing myself to be humiliated again. 

Like a Marvel comic book character, I launched my alter 
ego impostor—“Super Dave.” Little David slowly morphed into 
a star athlete, AP student, class clown, and the most popular 
guy in school to cover up the pain. Little David grew into a 
hard-working, well-liked “superstar” under the guise of Su-
per Dave whose popular image forever tried to overshadow the 
humiliating image of my childhood.

 But there were still times my Tourette’s slipped through 
the façade. Sometimes I would “tic” in class which caused the 
entire room to snicker—including the teachers. To help me 
cope, Super Dave became a master of diversion. He understood 
that my tics were so awkward they were actually funny. He knew 
that they were such an epic fail, they were basically a win. So, 
he developed hilarious, self-deprecating responses to my tics 
which turned Super Dave into the center of attention rather 
than the target of a joke. But Super Dave couldn’t always save 

*   *   *

It was a bright summer day and I had been invited to the 
birthday party of a girl in my 4th grade class. Camcorders had 
just been invented and the girl’s mother was proudly recording 
her daughter opening presents surrounded by all her friends. 
After the cake and ice-cream had been consumed, we were 
told it was time—time to witness the moment of technologi-
cal breakthrough that had kept everyone in an excited state of 
suspense.

 As the mother carefully inserted the VHS into the VCR 
player, you could feel the anticipation growing in the room as all 
eyes were on the wooden, floor model television.

 After a moment of black and white “snow,” a chorus of 
oohs and aahs blanketed the room as our images magically 
appeared on the screen. But as the camera panned the crowd, 
it was clear that something was grossly out of place—among 
the gift-opening circle, a child was twitching, blinking his 
eyes, and clearing his throat in strange, constant repetitions. 
Shocked, I remember thinking to myself, Who is this weirdo? 
But as I looked closer, the same shame that would sweep over 
me twenty-three years later in the pharmacy parking lot over-
whelmed me for the first time. I realized that the twitching child 
was me—Little David.

The sharp sting of shame coupled with the blow of public 
humiliation knocked the wind out of my pre-adolescent lungs. 
I felt as if a glaring spotlight had suddenly been turned on me, 
exposing my utter brokenness, as all eyes in the room slowly 
migrated from watching the television to glaring at me.

Three weeks later, I was diagnosed with Tourette’s Syn-
drome.
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wrong and fix me himself. After all, he didn’t need to lean on 
the crutch of medication or anything else because he was always 
in control and always had an answer for my problems. There-
fore, everyone admired Super Dave for being a hard-working, 
honest, and respectable young man—especially his friends from 
church. Their religious affirmation coupled with Super Dave’s 

never-ending quest to be liked spurred him to pursue a career 
in ministry. Seeing the admiration and attention his pastor 
received, the idea of being on stage and in control captured his 
imagination. 

Ministry became Super Dave’s obsession. After graduating 
high school, Super Dave received his bachelor’s degree in Bible 
and Religion, and then his Masters of Divinity degree. Armed 
with newfound knowledge, Super Dave not only became more 

me from my moments of humiliation.
Sometimes when Super Dave was speaking or reading out 

loud in front of the class, I would screw things up and begin 
stuttering so badly that he would have to stop talking altogether. 
Super Dave absolutely hated me for this due to his perfection-
istic nature. Failure was not an option to him—as he constantly 
reminded me. The worst was when Super Dave was minding his 
own business and I would have an “internal tic” that caused me 
to involuntarily pass gas or even soil myself in public. Not even 
Super Dave could cover up for me then. My Tourette’s made 
Super Dave’s life a living hell. It was always my fault that things 
like dating, going to the dentist, and the game “Operation” were 
awkward for Super Dave. 

From time to time, people would ask Super Dave if he ever 
considered taking medication for my condition. But he wasn’t 
interested. To admit the need for medication would acknowl-
edge the brokenness buried deep inside—and he was never 
going to allow that to happen. Besides, he didn’t want a pill to 
dull his fun personality or turn him into a walking zombie. If he 
were honest, though, he would tell you that his main concern 
about taking medication was what other people would think of 
him—especially Christians.

My upbringing in a southern conservative denomination 
instilled in me the idea that if a person relied on a pill to help 
them cope with life, they were obviously not believing in Jesus 
as they should. Medicating your emotional problems was for the 
weak, needy, and insecure who needed to exercise more faith 
in God whose “grace is enough.” Anti-depressants and the like 
were frowned upon as a scarlet letter of sorts— the ultimate 
mark of a life that had hit rock bottom.

This fear of stigma motivated Super Dave to prove everyone 
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and I hated him for pushing me so hard to become something I 
could never be—perfect. However, we both needed one another 
to survive. That’s what makes treating codependency situations 
so excruciating. The addicted and the addiction itself mutate 
into “one flesh”—which to sever, could mean death to both. 

Codependency at its finest.
This inner grudge-match between Super Dave and I ulti-

mately began to wear on my body. The sheer emotional pressure 
of trying to keep up with Super Dave and maintain his unreal-
istic standards eventually become too much to physically bear. 
My body was being beaten to the ground by the stress of every 
sermon having to trump the last, and watching my barometer 
of success rise and fall according to attendance and audience 
response. And always resounding in my mind were the shouting 
disapprovals and critiques of Super Dave, making me feel like 
an absolute failure.

 This internal firestorm raged even at night. Regularly, I 
would awaken to a new day in a pool of my subconscious anxi-
ety. Dripping with sweat, I would race to the bathroom and dry-
heave stomach acid until the stress drained out of me. When I 
didn’t wake up like this, I rarely got out of bed until well after 
9am—which Super Dave loved to belittle me for, condemn-
ing me for missing hours of valuable productivity. My internal 
battles were so miserable and exhausting that the highlight of 
my day became going back to bed that night. But even then I 
dreaded going back to sleep because I knew I would wake up 
the next morning only to start all over again.

In order to self-medicate during this time, I turned to the 
only thing I knew would help. After a long work day, I would 
come home and down two to three beers or glasses of wine to 
help me wind down. There was something about drinking that 

powerful, but more prideful as well. Despite his education, he 
failed to understand the power that depression and anxiety had 
on me, and his pride ultimately became his downfall.

*   *   *

 Super Dave reached a point where the weight of minis-
try and living for the applause of others started to drive both 
him and me—Little David, broken and buried inside—crazy. I 

needed to get away from the stress of it all, 
but Super Dave would not allow me 

to run or ask anyone for help 
other help than his own. 

After a while, I didn’t 
know what to do as it 
had become impos-
sible to negotiate with 
him. I didn’t know 
what to do. I didn’t 

know where to go as it 
became impossible to 

separate Super Dave from 
my true identity. I no longer 

knew who I was. Was I a broken, 
speech-impaired kid with Tourette’s 

Syndrome, or a put-together, confident 
Christian communicator? Knowing where I ended and Super 
Dave began became impossible.

The two became one.
In this unholy matrimony, a deep codependency developed 

between my broken self and Super Dave—the fake façade of my 
true self. Super Dave hated me for being so weak and pathetic 

In this unholy 
matrimony, a deep 

codependency developed 
between my broken self and 

Super Dave—the fake 
façade of my 

true self.
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A pastor friend of mine had recently invited me to speak 
at his rapidly growing church in Charlotte. It had been a 
while since I had preached on a Sunday morning as I typically 
preached on Tuesday nights at CharlotteONE. I love Tuesday 
evening messages because it allows for plenty of time to prepare 
and polish up the message before delivering it that night. How-
ever, Sunday morning sermons are different—much different. 
If you go to bed on Saturday night not feeling good about your 
message, you have little (if any) time to polish the message up 
before delivering it the next morning—and that is a scary place 
to be.

Super Dave always turned sermon preparation into a gruel-
ing process. Because Super Dave could not speak from an over-
flowing heart of dependence on God, he resolved to obsess over 
his content, spending weeks meticulously researching, script-
ing, and memorizing each message, and hoping no one would 
be able to tell the difference. However, people are savvier than 
he thought—they know the difference between sand and water.

After obsessing over the sermon for two full weeks, Sat-
urday night finally arrived. Although I still wasn’t comfortable 
with the message, I went to bed that night trusting that Super 
Dave would come through for me the next morning—as he 
always had. 

My wife and I prayed together and fell asleep.
2:06 a.m.
I awoke suddenly in a pool of damp sweat gasping for air.
I couldn’t breathe. My body was a furnace. My skin burned 

and stung all over. The piercing pressure in my check, neck, 
and upper back pinned me to the bed, paralyzing me. I had had 
nervous spells in the mornings before, but this was altogether 
different. This was real and tangible panic. I could not speak, 

seemed to put me in my “right mind” and allowed me to cope 
with the heavy demands of Super Dave. However, what began 
as self-medication started to slip into a full-blown addiction—
which Super Dave quickly used against me to condemn me as 
nothing but a hypocrite.

He was right, though—I had become a hypocrite. I was 
fiercely passionate about helping people in their 20s and 30s 
embrace the kind of relationship with Jesus that I knew abso-
lutely nothing about. The unity that I so eloquently preached 
about was at odds with the fragmentation of my very own soul. 
I had become obsessed with helping local churches collaborate 
to reach young professionals through the non-profit I began 
called, CharlotteONE, when I was divided within myself. 

Unable to live under the pressure of Super Dave, I fre-
quently daydreamed about running away or going somewhere 
where he—or no one else—could find me. I began to wonder 
what it would look like if I just vanished—disappeared. Al-
though I had a beautiful wife and two amazing children, I was 
so emotionally, spiritually, and mentally absent that to physi-
cally disappear didn’t seem like that big of a jump. But I knew 
that no matter how far or fast I ran that I would never be able 
to out run Super Dave. He vowed never to leave me nor forsake 
me. He promised to always protect me. However, he also vowed 
never let me win. I was stuck—stuck with my pathetically bro-
ken self and my perfectionistic impostor. 

I was stranded and without shelter in no-man’s-land, 
subject to the elements of depression, anxiety, and defeat. And I 
didn’t see any way of getting out. 

That is, until I came to the end of myself at 2:00 in the 
morning.

*   *   *
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broken self together one final time.
It took Super Dave’s 

militant guidance through a 
series of baby steps to get 
me off the bathroom floor 
to the church that morn-
ing. He prodded me from 
one simple action to the 
other from putting on my 
underwear, to brushing my 
teeth, to getting in the car. 
It just about killed him—and 
me. Before I knew it, Super Dave 
had escorted me all the way to the 
church. Before walking on stage, stripped 
of all confidence and strength, I remember whispering, “Dear 
Lord Jesus, I have no other foundation but You in this moment. 
I can do nothing without You.” And like a beautiful wedding 
ceremony, it was with those words that I felt Abba Father gently 
lift the veil of my perfection and lovingly take my trembling 
hand from Super Dave as the spotlight turned to shine on my 
brokenness once again.

*   *   *

 Like my run earlier that morning, much of the sermon was 
a complete blur. All I remember was stumbling and stuttering 
through my notes trying to push through the morning. I had been 
awake for the last 10 hours and was exhausted and confused. 

By the second service, I remember thinking that I was 
about to give my last sermon. I was through with ministry. I was 
through with trying to be noticed. I was through with trying to 

move, or think clearly. Disoriented, the only thing I could do 
was swat at my wife, who was sound asleep beside me, and 
whisper the only word I could think of—“Help.”

 Cringing in discomfort, I writhed in bed for the next two 
hours giving voice to my anxiety over and over, “I’m going to 
make a fool of myself. I’m going to make a fool of myself.” My 
poor wife was helpless. Comforting me was useless as public 
humiliation was certain and only a few hours away. I was go-
ing to be found out as the broken fraud that I was and there was 
nothing Super Dave could do about it. I had spent so much time 
crafting the message already, that to rework it now would be 
emotionally crippling. No matter how loudly Super Dave shout-
ed at me to get up and get to work to protect myself, my body 
was so weak it could no longer respond to his threats.

The countdown had begun. It was only a matter of time 
before my worst fear would be fully realized—my brokenness 
would be exposed.

With sleep now out of the question, I crawled out of bed at 
4am and put on my running shoes. If I couldn’t sleep the anxi-
ety away, I would run it off. I ran frantic in the dark, sprinting 
from something I could not escape. I returned home and took 
an ice cold shower thinking if I couldn’t run the anxiety off, I 
would wash it off. Nothing worked. Panicked, I sank onto the 
bathroom floor and stared at my cell phone. There was only one 
thing left I could do. 

On a scale of 1-10, if 10 was texting my pastor friend and 
telling him that I was in the hospital, I was a 9.999. However, 
my wife was adamant that I could not bail on my commitment 
and leave his community high and dry. Super Dave agreed that 
she was right. To drop out now would be to accept failure, and 
that was not an option. I resolved to let Super Dave pull my 

 I felt Abba 
Father gently lift 

the veil of my perfection 
and lovingly take my 

trembling hand 
from Super Dave.
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deeply affirmed for such an average performance in my entire 
life. Usually at this point after my sermons, Super Dave would 
be shouting over my shoulder as I frantically checked Facebook 
and Twitter to see what everyone was saying about me and my 
message. But this time, the Father’s voice was loud and clear: 
He was not affirming my sermon or my performance—He was 
affirming me—Little David.

For the first time in a long time, deep intimacy took the 
place of self-evaluation. I looked to Him instead of listening to 
my imposter.

 Tears streamed down my face. The panic of the morning 
turned into praise as I returned home not as the confident, suc-
cessful older son, but as the prodigal—one scandalously loved 
by the Father. The idea that I—helplessly broken Little David—
was God’s beloved without needing to succeed at anything was 
absolutely intoxicating. I was filled with awe to realize that the 
Father was completely and genuinely pleased with me—apart 
from what I did or didn’t do for Him. My desire to be noticed 
was eclipsed by desperation to surrender my life to the One who 
accepts me for who I am, not for who I appeared to be.

 The Jesus I had studied about in college and seminary 
started to take on a new meaning in the light of the resurrection. 
My eyes were suddenly opened to the reality that two thousand 
years ago, Jesus Christ took upon Himself every unrealistic 
standard that Super Dave would ever place on me—and fulfilled 
them perfectly. The condemnation that comes from trying and 
failing to live up to a list of do’s and don’ts completely fell upon 
the shoulders of the perfect Savior on the cross. In many ways, 
Jesus did what I could never do through His life and paid for 
the sin he never committed through His death. His once-and-
for-all sacrifice set me free forever from the crushing weight of 

find my identity in whether or not people thought I was a good 
speaker. After delivering a second imperfect message, I remem-
ber walking off the stage with an overwhelming feeling that the 
Father had been in the front row with tears in his eyes for both 
services. Not tears of embarrassment or disappointment—but 
tears of overwhelming pride and joy for a son in whom He was 
well pleased.

 I drove home with a smile and the realization that some-
thing significant had happened to me that morning. Something 
had changed—or even died—in me, but I wasn’t sure exactly 
what. All I knew was that I was at peace. The firestorm in me 
had stopped and my soul was strangely still. I wasn’t beating 
myself up for delivering an average message or obsessing over 
what people thought about my performance.

I felt free. 
As the warm North Carolina air sifted through the driver-

side window and filled the car, a voice spoke softly and clearly 
to my spirit, “Well done, David. I’m proud of you.” These com-
passionate words caught me by surprise; I had never been so 
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me. And the life I now live, I live in complete dependency on 
Christ who loved me and gave Himself for me. And just as Jesus 
was raised from the dead, I too am now living a new life—one 
that previously I would have never thought possible, even as a 
“Christian.” I had settled for too long—being forgiven for my 
sin, but not living my life out the resurrection power Christ 
generously offers.

Thanks to weekly counseling, spiritual direction, and those 
little blue pills, I have not thrown up once in the mornings. 
I can taste my food and smell the air outside. I sit comfort-
ably now, shoulders relaxed. Laughter, music, and art are all 
a part of my life again. My time in the Word has been trans-
formed from reading about some distant deity to simply sitting 
with Abba and knowing I am His beloved—and it’s absolutely 
wonderful. Ironically, it seems to require more faith for me to 
believe that I’m Abba’s child without doing anything than when 
I was doing everything for Him. 

The morning of my paralyzing panic attack, Super Dave 
frantically picked me up and pushed me to church, yet in doing 
so, he actually dragged me and all my broken pieces directly to 
Life Himself. Super Dave thought he was controlling me with 
his perfectionism, but instead, he drove me to my knees and 
brought me to a place where I realized that I needed to belong 
to Someone else—to another Master. The One who accepts me 
for who I am, not who I should be. The One who desperately 
wants to live His life in me and through me. The One who wants 
to unite Himself with me in such a deep way that we become 
one—where I am in Him and He is in me. To the One whom I 
can do nothing without.

 Codependency at its finest.

having to live up to the righteous requirements of the law. 
 For years, I had looked to Super Dave to deliver me from 

my brokenness. But as long as I derived my life and worth from 
him, I was depriving myself from experiencing true life through 
Christ who died not just to save me from my sins, but also to 
save me from my perfectionistic striving to earn acceptance on 
my own. 

As my inner struggle became more intense, I came to real-
ize that the only way for me to be free was for Super Dave to 

die. But what I realized, in a mind-
blowing twist of grace, is that 

Super Dave was already dead, 
having been dealt the fatal 

blow centuries ago on 
the cross. I had been 
tricked. I had been 
living my life and faith 
as a fearful prisoner 
to something that was 

already lifeless and 
powerless over me—and 

I didn’t even realize it. 
I was already free.

Super Dave was a mirage all 
along. Although Super Dave seemed 

real, he was nothing more than a ghost—the lingering aura of 
someone who had died a long time ago. It wasn’t until I realized 
that Super Dave’s power had been brought to nothing through 
the cross that I had the courage to allow Christ to transform my 
own brokenness.

Now, it’s no longer Super Dave, but Christ who lives within 

Just as Jesus was 
raised from the dead,  

I too am now living a new 
life—one that previously 

I would have never 
thought possible, even 

as a “Christian.”


